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Abstract
The novel was assembled by the ultrasonic sonication method of three new ligand-metal nano complexes with Ni(II), Cu(II),
and Co(II) of theophylline derivative. This method was used to produce smaller, small distributed nanoparticles and without
any aggregations. Molar conductance, FT-IR,1HNMR, UV–Vis., solubility, flame atomic absorption, and (C.H.N) elemental
analysis were used to describe and to suggest the structure of the new ligand and nanocomplexes. Engagement of all
spectroscopic data indicates that the new ligand (L) acts as a bidentate ligand with its metal ions. The molar conductance
reveals that the nanocomplexes were non-electrolytes. The size and morphology of nano complexes measured by TEM were
in range (12-18) nm.
The biological activities of the synthesised metal nano complexes were assayed against four types of bacterial strains,
Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis (gram-positive bacteria) and Klebsiella pneumonia, Escherichia Coli (gram-negative
bacteria). The results show remarkable leverage compared to the parent ligand in the present nano complexes.
Keywords: Nanocomplexes, new ligand, theophylline derivative, Ultrasonic Sonication, bacterial strains, TEM.

few situations, a bident ligand, where the metal
1.

Introduction

bond to the N7 is complemented by interaction
with the O6 atom, which forms N7 / O6

Purines include Theophylline (Scheme 1), an

chelation

organic compound that is a significant type of

nanotechnology enables the creation of new

anti-inflammatory drug [1]. Theophylline has

nanomaterials in a nanoscale below 100 nm [11-

biological significance because it is structurally

18]. The particular physical and chemical

linked to the elements in nuclear acids [2].

characteristics of nanomaterials are common in

Research into theophylline complexes shows that

all areas [19-23]. The nano complexes have

the purine base is mostly bonded to the metal

appropriate physical, chemical, and biological

ions in the N7 atom [3-8], Theophylline is, in a

applications as studies have shown [24,25].

[9,10].

The

research

on
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Transition metal complexes (TMCs) are cationic,

Three nanocomplexes of the metal ions of Ni(II),

neutral, or anionic types of metal in which

Cu(II), and Co(II) with Ligand were synthesised

ligands coordinate a transition metal [26]. They

using the ultrasonic sonication method [5]. The new

can be designed with the necessary adjustments

ligand was synthesised according to the process as

of either the core metal or the ligand sphere for a

shown in (Scheme 2). Theophylline (0.01 mole) was

specific function [27]. Transition metals show

dissolved in 40 ml of dioxane. Then, benzoyl

different oxidation states and can react with

chloride (0.01 mole) was mixed with the obtained

several negatively charged molecules. Research

solution. The mixture was stirred and refluxed for 5

has shown essential advances in the use of

hr at 105 oC. The solution was cooled for 30 minutes

transition metal complexes as drugs to treat

in an ice bath. Brawn participated was isolated and

many human diseases, where transition metal

washed several times with hot water. Finally, it was

complexes

dried in the oven at 60

are

the

most

widely

utilised

2+

2+,

o

C for 2 h. The

and Co2+ with new

chemotherapeutic agents and make a significant

nanocomplexes of Ni , Cu

contribution to medicinal therapeutics [28]. The

ligand were prepared as shown in (Scheme 3) by

aim of this study has been reported to the

dissolve (0.002 mole) of a ligand in 25 mL of

synthesis and characterisation of Ni(II), Cu(II)

ethanol, then metals (II) chloride (0.001 mol in 25 ml

and Co(II) nanocomplexes with theophylline

ethanol) were added to obtain a solution. The reaction

derivative

mixture was kept under ultrasonic with reflux-heated

as

a

ligand

for

antibacterial

applications.

for three hours at 50 oC. Appropriate crystals of good
quality emerged at room temperature incubation after
night. Filtration was used to isolate all complexes,
wash with ethanol and dry on air [5].

Scheme 1. Structural Theophylline
2.

Experimental

2.1 Materials and methods
Sigma-Aldrich has purchased all chemicals and
solvents applied. Deionised water was used through
the preliminary steps.
2.2 Synthesis of new Ligand (7-benzoyl-1,3dimethyl-3,7-dihydro-1H-purine-2,6-dione ) and
nanocomplexes

________________________________________________
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Scheme 2. Syntheses of the 7-benzoyl-1,3dimethyl-3,7-dihydro-1H-purine-2,6-dione.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 FT-IR spectra
The new Ligand (L) serves as a bident, as its

Scheme 3 Nanoscale complexes synthesized [M=
Ni(II), Cu(II) and Co(II)].

structure

indicates.

The

nanocomplexes

behaviour of the ligand with [Co(II), Ni[II), and
2.3 Characterisation

Cu(II)] metal ions was well indicated as

Some devices were used to characterised the metal

predicted by FT-IR. In comparison to the free

nano complexes and ligand. TEM was used to

ligand sites involved in chelation, the FTIR

measure

metal

spectra of new ligand and complexes are

FT-IR, 1HNMR,

expected to change in coordination in the

solubility, flame atomic absorption, and (C.H.N).

position of some guide bands in the free Ligand

Elemental analysis was determined to investigate and

(L) spectrum (Fig. 1-4). In Ligand (Fig.1) at

suggest the structure of ligand and its metal nano

1681.98 and 1600.97 cm-1, both (υC=O) and

complexes.

(υC=N) were detected, this shows that oxygen

the

size

and

morphology

complexes. Molar. Conductivity,

of

(O6) and nitrogen (N7) atoms were coordinated
with metal ions.

2.4 Antibacterial test
The

antibacterial

activity

of

the

ligand

and

nanocomplexes have been tested against the Gramnegative bacteria such as Klebsiella pneumonia,
Escherichia Coli, and Gram-positive bacteria such as
Staphylococcus

aureus,

Bacillus

subtilis.

Accordingly, 10-3 M solutions were prepared by
dissolving the appropriate weights of the selected
metal nano complexes in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
in addition to pure ligand solution of the same
concentration. The prepared solutions were then used
to examine their antibacterial activity using the agar
diffusion method. The estimated number of bacteria
cells in the agar dish by the McFarland norm was
1.5x108 colonial units per milliliter. A cavity was
made in each plate at a diameter of (5 mm) to fill
with the solution of the metal nano complexes. The
plates were incubated for 24 hours at 37 oC. The
diameters of the resulting inhibition zones were
measured and tabulated [29-31].
________________________________________________
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Fig. 1 FTIR spectrum of new Ligand (L).
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3.1.1 UV–visible spectra of the ligand and
nanocomplexes
The electronic ligand spectrum and nanocomplexes
are displayed in (Figs. 5-8) DMSO solution at room
temperatures between 200-800 nm in length. The
U.V-Vis spectrum of the free Ligand (Fig. 5) shows a
274 nm (36497 cm-1) absorbent band insolvent
(DMSO) to which this band is attributable to
(

*).

The U.V-Vis spectrum of [Co (L)2(Cl)2] complex
( 17271 cm-

(Fig. 6), exhibits two peaks at 579 nm
Fig. 2 FT-IR spectrum of the [Co (L)2(Cl)2]
nanocomplex.

1

) and 530 nm (18867 cm-1). It is referred to
T1g(F)→ 4T2g(F) (υ1) 4T1g(F)→ 4A2g(F) (υ2) and

4

T1g(F)→ 4T1g(p) (υ3) transition respectively, which

4

are typical of stereo geometry of the octahedral.
Based on these and elemental (C.H.N) analytical
results, FT-IR spectrum, and flame atomic absorption
measurements, the structure around the ion of the
Co(II) can be suggested as octahedral. The electronic
spectrum of [Cu (L)2(Cl)2] complex (Fig. 7) showed
a broad absorption band at 700 nm (14285 cm-1 ),
which referred to 2Eg→2T2g transition, This band
position is in good accord with the configuration of
Fig. 3 FT-IR spectrum of the [Ni (L)2(Cl)2]
nanocomplex.

the octahedral. Therefore we can suggest an
octahedral structure around the Cu(II) ion from the
above data and those obtained from elementary
analysis(C.H.N.),

FT-IR,

and

flame

atomic

absorption. The electronic spectrum of [Ni (L)2(Cl)2]
complex (Fig. 8), shows two bands, at 662 nm
(15105 cm-1) and 392 nm (25510 cm-1) assigned to
A2g → 3T1g (F) (ν2) and 3A2g →

3

transitions

respectively.

Those

T1g (P) (ν3)

3

bands

show a

geometry around an octahedral structure. Octahedral
geometry around the ion of Ni(II) may be
recommended in the results and those from
Fig. 4 FT-IR spectrum of the [Cu (L)2(Cl)2]
nanocomplex.
________________________________________________
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elementary analysis (C.H.N.), FT-IR spectrum, and
flame atomic absorption studies.
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A

Fig. 5 The UV- Vis spectra of ligand

A

B

A

B

Fig. 7. A) The UV-Vis spectra of [Cu (L)2 (Cl)2] complex at
Low concentration and B) only Visible spectra at high
concentration

A

Fig. 6. A) The UV-Vis spectra of [Co (L)2 (Cl)2] complex at low
concentration and B) only Visible spectra at high concentration
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B

3.2 Physical properties and elemental analysis of
the ligand and its metal nano
complexes
The physical properties, elemental analysis, and
metal content of complexes are described in (Tables
1,2, and 3). The elemental analysis (C.H.N) was
performed to the ligand and its metal nano complexes
to determine their structural molecular formula
through a convergence of theoretical values with the
practical values. The metal ion percentage of the

Fig. 8. A) The UV-Vis spectra of [Ni (L)2 (Cl)2] complex at low
concentration and B) only Visible spectra at high concentration

3.1.2 1H NMR spectra of the ligand

complexes

was

determined

using

the

atomic

absorption methods. Most of these results were in
good

agreement

with

the

theoretical

values.

Analytical data suggest that the L: M ratio is (2:1) for

The NMR ligand spectrum was measured using the

all

Bruker Advance 400 NMR spectrometer in dimethyl

suggested according to the previous measurements.

complexes.

The

octahedral

structure

was

sulfoxide solution (DMSOd6). In (Fig . 9) the ligand
chemical shifts (δ) are described. We noted that the
signal observed at 9.33 ppm corresponds to the
proton of the CH=N group. The aromatic proton was
observed as multiple at (7.46–8.51) ppm, which
indicates the hydrogen of an aromatic ring. We also
noted the appearance of a singlet at 3.87 ppm and
4.48 ppm matching the two groups of methyl (N1CH3 and N3-CH3) imidazole proton.

Table 1 Elements analysis and atomic absorption spectroscopy for
ligand and its metal nano complexes
Prepared
Molecular
Nano complexes formula

M.wt
g.mol-1

Metal analyses %
Found (calc.)

C
H
59.155 4.225
(59.12) (4.35)
[Co (L)2(Cl)2] C14H12N4O3CoCl697.
833 48.15
3.44
2
(48.20) (3.32)
)
[Cu (L)2(Cl)2] C14H12N4O3CuCl2702.44 47.83
3.417
(47.52)
(3.13)
[Ni (L)2(Cl)2] C14H12N4O3NiCl2 697.61 48.16
3.44
(48.23) (3.32)
L

C14H12N4O3

284

N
19.718
(18.55)
16.05
(16.01)
15.94
(14.79)
16.06
(16.02)

M
-----8.45
(8.22)
9.05
(9.02)
8.42
(8.13)

.Furthermore, the molar conductance values of ligand and its
metal nanocomplexes were measured in DMSO as a solvent
at a concentration of (10-3M), the results appear low values
of molar conductivity (8.65-13.36 Ω- 1.cm2. mole-1) which
show that all chlorine ions Involved to coordination Table
(2). The solubility of ligand and its metal nano complexes at
room temperature was examined using different solvents as
illustrative in Table (3).
Fig. 9 1H NMR spectrum of the new Ligand in
DMSO‑d6
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Table 2 Molar conductance of the prepared metal nano
complexes
Prepared Nano complexes

Color

Molar Cond.
Ω- 1.cm2.mole-1

[Co (R)2(Cl)2]

Pink

8.65

[Cu (R)2(Cl)2]

Greenish blue

13.36

[Ni (R)2(Cl)2]

light blue

10.62

3.3. TEM Measurement

Table 4 Average size nano complexes investigated
by TEM
Complexes ave. Particles size
(nm)
formula
(Nano scales)
[Ni (L)2(Cl)2]

18

[Co (L)2(Cl)2]

15

[Cu (L)2(Cl)2]

12

3.4 Antibacterial activity
Antibacterial activity of the ligand and their metal
nanocomplexes were examined against certain bacteria, for
example, Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis (Grampositive bacteria) and Klebsiella pneumonia, Escherichia
Coli (Gram-negative bacteria). The bactericidal examination
data of the metal nanocomplexes are in (Table 5) and shown
in (Fig. 13). Significant bactericidal properties in the
synthesised nano complexes. Comparisons of the biological
activities of prepared metal nano complexes with ligand
have demonstrated a high significance of complexes
compared to other compounds against Staphylococcus
aureus, Bacillus subtilis, Klebsiella pneumonia, and
Escherichia Coli.

The metal nanocomplexes prepared were measured
by the transmission electron microscope. The results
show a clear picture of the prepared nanoparticles
with a different approximation scale, as shown in
(Figs.10-12). All the prepared nanoparticles show
empty from any conglomerate, and the dimensions in
all synthesised complexes are within the nanoscale
(less than 100 nm) which indicates that the kind of
nano is particles and zero dimension which is more
preferred in preparing nanoscales. The average size
was calculated randomly from the figures, as shown
in Table (4).

Table 3 The solubility of ligand and metal nano complexes
Nano complexes

DMSO

Cold
water

[Co (L)2(Cl)2]

++

_

[Cu (L)2(Cl)2]

++

[Ni (L)2(Cl)2]
Ligand

Hot water
(above 400C)

Acetone

EtOH

CHCl3

+

_

_

_

+

+

_

_

-

_

_

++

+

++

_

_

_

_

++

+

++

+

++

+

++

Where: (++ High solubility), (+ Partial solubility), (- insoluble).

________________________________________________
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Fig. 10 TEM of [Co (L)2(Cl)2] metal nanocomplex.

Fig. 11 TEM of [Cu (L)2(Cl)2] metal nanocomplex.

Fig. 12 TEM of [Ni (L)2(Cl)2] metal nanocomplex.
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Fig. 13 The activity of metal nano complexes against bacteria
Table 5 The effect of metal nano complexes is represented by inhibition zone (mm) against different bacterial
species
Complexes formula

Staphylococcus
aureus

Escherichia
Coli

Bacillus
subtilis

Klebsiella
pneumoniae

[Ni (L)2(Cl)2] (1)

7

2

2

3

[ Co (L)2(Cl)2] (2)

9

5

4

4

[Cu (L)2(Cl)2] (3)

12

4

7

2

Ligand(S)

-

-

-

-

DMSO

-

-

-

-

(Nano scales)
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biological evaluation and their practical

4. Conclusions
A series of new ligand and nano complexes of Co(II),
Cu(II) and Ni(II) were synthesised and characterised

applications. Fitoterapia. 2020 Mar 4:104533
3.

by both chemical and spectroscopic analysis; Our

G,

method (ultrasonic sonication method ) Which was

Phosphane

that the nanocomplexes can easily be synthesised
aggregation.

The

complexes

Adenine,

were

Romerosa

PTA

and

Guanine

A.

CpRu

Water

Soluble

Natural

Purines

and

Theophylline:

Characterisation,

Antiproliferative

atomic flame absorption, (C.H.N) elemental analysis,

Properties.

and
European

Journal of Inorganic Chemistry. 2019 Oct

FT-IR, UV – Vis Spectroscopy that proved an

17;2019(38):4078-86.
4.

Ni (II). Metal ions are bound to the imidazole ring's

Gacki M, Kafarska K, Pietrzak A, KoronaGłowniak I, Wolf WM. Double Palindrome

nitrogen N7 and O6 atoms. The conductivity data

Water Chain in Cu (II) Theophylline

shows that all complexes are non-electrolytic.

Complex.

According to the TEM calculation, the rate size of

Synthesis,

Characterisation,

Biological Activity of Cu (II), Zn (II)

nano complexes was to be range (12-18) nm.

Complexes

Additionally, Co(II), Cu(II) and Ni(II) complexes
exhibited antibacterial activity against Gram-positive

F,

Containing

Synthesis,

characterised by molar conductance, solubility,

octahedral geometry around the Co (II), Cu (II) and

Scalambra

Complexes

used in the synthesis of nancomplexes has an exhibit

without

Hajji L, Saraiba‐Bello C, Segovia‐Torrente

with

Theophylline.

Crystals.

2020 Feb;10(2):97
5.

bacteria and Gram-negative bacteria higher than

Ismail AH, Al-Bairmani HK, Abbas ZS,
Rheima AM. Nanoscale Synthesis of Metal

ligand.

(II) Theophylline Complexes and Assessment
of Their Biological Activity. Nano Biomed.
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